Aussies Join Yankee Troops at Saidor

*Union Peninsula Campaign Near's End*

**Russians Near New Attack on Madang Indicated**

**MILK IN THE S. W. PACIFIC, Today, Feb 11.** Malayan and a few months, the Allies planned their invasion campaign, which is now scheduled to begin on the New Guinea coast. There are reports up with Admiral

**Special to the NEWS**

**Class to Vote for Officers on Tuesday**

**Senior to Elect Leaders From 15 Candidates in Union Voting**

**Elections for senior class officers will be held Thursday on the lower deck of the Union from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.**

**Winning candidates will be elected to serve until May and will then be eligible to run for positions in the Union executive board.**

**Student Visitor Ban Aids Hospital Service**

**By MAISON HURST**

Because of the recent ban of student visitors at the hospital, some patients are receiving improved service.

**Confusion Averted**

Several students in other departments have been confused by the last-minute notice of the ban, but the Student Health Center and the hospital have been able to avert misunderstandings.

**Time Table**

**TODAY:**

**2 p.m.** Pre-medical, Pre-dental schools

**4:30 p.m.** WLB Acts to End Work Stoppages

**7 p.m.** Dance programs at Annual Ball

**10:30 p.m.** Dance programs at Annual Ball

**2 p.m.** Faculty dinner room, Union

**8:30 p.m.** Meeting of Union Engineering council, 7 p.m., Olds hall

**Weather**

**Cloudy, snow**
**This Is Your World**

By John Hickey

IN THE South Pacific...The Japanese high command was given evidence that the Allies have full intentions of proceeding in full force against the enemy. The successful capture of the Kwajalein atoll in the Marshall Islands, mop-up tasks are now to be undertaken by the Soviet forces. The plan施行 had been one of treachery and deceit, but now the Allies are ready to meet the challenge.

**The LESS SAID...**

By NEVA ACKERMAN

IN AN examination of the past week, the political atmosphere was thick with anxiety. The German government has been forced to admit that it is in serious trouble. The Allied forces have been closing in on the German position, and the strain is taking its toll. The government is under pressure, and the situation is delicate.

**In Campus Quarters**

By SCOTT MUNAEL and EDWYN

The Alpha Chi and the Alpha Delta social sorority have been cited for the third time in a week for violations of the university's code of conduct. The sorority has been warned that it will face disciplinary action if it continues to violate the rules. The sorority has been involved in several incidents in recent weeks, including a party that was held in violation of the university's alcohol policy.

**THE WEEK IN AMERICA**

Two events have dominated the news: the death of John F. Kennedy and the announcement of the new administration's economic policy. The death of Kennedy has caused a national outpouring of grief, with thousands of people paying their respects at the Lincoln Memorial.

**My Kingdom for a Cook**

By CHARLES COBURN and MARGARET SPARROW

"Pacific Island Cooking" - Today's special menu features dishes from the islands of the South Pacific, including tropical fruits and seafood. Join us for a delicious and authentic Pacific Island meal.

**Grin and Bear It**

By HARRY

You know how it is, in the middle of the night, when you're thinking about things and they're all going through your head so fast you can't keep up. That's when you need a good laugh. This week's installment is all about those silly jokes we all love to tell. Enjoy!
ASTs Defeat Civilians, ROs in Pool Meet

AST Team Scores Twice as Many Points as Second Team

Winning the first intercollegiate swimming meet this year, the AST team swam more than twice as many points as the second place team. First place went to AST, second place to Robert Drake, third place to Curt Sorensen, AST, and fourth place to Taylor, whose team such were Curt Sorensen and Robert Drake, who swam and fought the backstroke with each other. The winning AST team scored 27 points, Robert Drake scored 15 points, Curt Sorensen 13 points, and Taylor 11 points. Second place was taken by Curt Sorensen, AST's second place was Taylor, ROYAL's first place was Curt Sorensen, AST's third place was Taylor, ROYAL's second place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fourth place was Taylor, ROYAL's third place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fifth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fourth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's sixth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fifth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's seventh place was Taylor, ROYAL's sixth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's eighth place was Taylor, ROYAL's seventh place was Curt Sorensen, AST's ninth place was Taylor, ROYAL's eighth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's tenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's ninth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's eleventh place was Taylor, ROYAL's tenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twelfth place was Taylor, ROYAL's eleventh place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twelfth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twelfth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirteenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fourteenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fourteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fifteenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fifteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's sixteenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's sixteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's seventeenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's seventeenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's eighteen place was Taylor, ROYAL's eighteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's nineteenth place was Taylor, ROYAL's nineteenth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twentieth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twentieth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-first place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-first place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-second place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-second place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-third place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-third place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-fourth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-fourth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-fifth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-fifth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-sixth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-sixth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-seventh place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-seventh place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-eighth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-eighth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's twenty-ninth place was Taylor, ROYAL's twenty-ninth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirtieth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirtieth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-first place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-first place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-second place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-second place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-third place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-third place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-fourth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-fourth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-fifth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-fifth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-sixth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-sixth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-seventh place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-seventh place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-eighth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-eighth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's thirty-ninth place was Taylor, ROYAL's thirty-ninth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fortieth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fortieth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-first place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-first place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-second place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-second place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-third place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-third place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-fourth place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-fourth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-fifth place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-fifth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-sixth place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-sixth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-seventh place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-seventh place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-eighth place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-eighth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's forty-ninth place was Taylor, ROYAL's forty-ninth place was Curt Sorensen, AST's fiftieth place was Taylor, ROYAL's fiftieth place was Curt Sorensen.

The American Bombs Flatten Japanese Food Dump

Japanese Islands Raided by Fleet, Landing Field Hit

President Roosevelt announced that the United States fleet had raided two Japanese islands and landed at the nearest point, in the Marshall islands.
Picked German Troops Mass in Anzio Beachhead Attack

YANK, British Troops Enter 16th Day of Fighting

ALLIED HQ., ALGHERO

German forces, shielded with 30-mile perimeter of the Allied beachhead near Rome in the past 24 hours, probing for a weak point against which they might throw men and armor in an all-out assault on American and British troops who have been fighting since the first day of the invasion. The German attack reportedly began Thursday morning and was being supported by all available means, including airpower.

Honorary Awards Scholarship at Annual Banquet

Mary Jean Armstrong, head of the Honors Department, presented the Honorary Awards Scholarship at the annual banquet of the Pi Kappa Lambda, the national honor society.

QUARTERS

2510 E. Ashbrook, Brooklyn, N. Y.

F. Fritz F. "Wagner 2nd, N.Y.

R. Ralph E. "Kaufman 3rd, N.Y.

D. Douglas A. "White 4th, N.Y.

B. Brant Adm. WILDER D. BALE. Labs., commanded the attack on Paramus Island by American marines. The homeless marines harvested food and water for the cold, windy conditions.

Heads Offensive

Congress Nears Decision on Banning of Consumers Food Subsidies

WASHINGTON, Feb. 10 (AP) - With Congress apparently set to approve a ban on consumers' food subsidies, Senator Hanger (D. Cal.) said today he will attempt to attach amendments relating to welfare and housing benefits for persons of limited ability. Senator Hanger (D. Cal.), who offered the proposal, is one of the Senate's leading advocates of the idea that low-income families should not be penalized for failing to work.

Briker States Basis of Campaign Plans to GOP Chieftains

WASHINGTON, Feb. 10 (AP) - Governor Bicker took the proposal that consumers' food subsidies be banned and before an array of party chieftains Wednesday, he said:

"I think the government should be a leader in helping people to help themselves. I am convinced that the people of this country want to help themselves."

Kelly's Ask Vote Law Change

ANN ARBOR, Feb. 10 (AP) - Governor Kelly today asked the voters to decide whether to change the law. He said it would be a "good way to do the best for all people."

Fritz Crisler Proposes Brander Athletics in Colleges for Women

ANN ARBOR, Feb. 10 (AP) - University football Fritz Crisler today proposed a plan that would make it possible for women to receive degrees in the same manner as men. He said the women's program should be set up in cooperation with the men's program.
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